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FLY ANGLERS RELY ON GEAR KEEPER® TO ʻREEL INʼ VITAL EQUIPMENT 
Durable Retractable Tether Keeps Fishing Pliers and More Safely Stowed and ʻOut of the Waterʼ 

 
Experienced fly fishermen understand the importance of keeping essential gear safely attached to your body while 
in the water  — preventing pliers, nets, wading staffs and other items from taking a swim along with your prized 
catch.  A high-quality retractable attachment system, like the Gear Keeper® Pliers Retractor, will ensure that even a 
rough fight with gamefish couldnʼt ʻplyʼ your gear away from you. 
 
The Gear Keeper Pliers Retractor (RT2- 5751) is constructed with robust, stainless steel spring hardware and 
features a high-impact casing, so itʼs built to last and thrive, even in saltwater environments.  In fact, all Gear 
Keeper products are equipped with a patented flushing system which keeps it free of sand and debris, an important 
factor when youʼre knee deep in the river and facing the numerous elements in the great outdoors. 
 
Adding to the unitʼs remarkable function and durability is its self-retracting 36-inch Spectra/Nylon line that features a 
6 oz. retraction force and a 60-lb breaking strength.  This kind of quality is vital to keeping your gear secure and 
ready for when you need it most, allowing fly anglers to keep their focus on the prize. 
 
Attachment of the Gear Keeper Pliers Retractor couldnʼt be simpler.  The unit easily mounts onto your belt, pants or 
pack strap via its 360-degree rotating stainless steel belt clip.  This unique 360-degree rotating design allows the 
user to move the pliers in any direction for incredible ease of use.  In addition, the unitʼs newest design update has 
taken security to an even higher level, making it virtually impossible for pliers to break free from the retractor. 
However, should you decide to detach your pliers or switch it out for other gear, doing so is a speedy click away 
thanks to the unitʼs clever Quick Connect split ring. 

 
For more information about Gear Keeper retractable tethers for fly fishing contact Hammerhead Industries, Inc. at 
1501 Goodyear Avenue, Ventura, CA 93003 Phone: (805) 658 9922 • Fax: (805) 658-8833 • Or visit 
www.gearkeeper.com.  Visit the company on Facebook for the latest product and company updates and a chance 
to win cool gear: www.facebook.com/gearkeeper 
 
Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com. 
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